Complication avoidance in minimally invasive neurosurgery.
Although minimally invasive neurosurgery (MIN) holds the potential for reducing the approach-related impact on normal brain, bone, and soft tissues, which must be manipulated in more conventional transcranial microneurosurgery, the techniques necessary to perform minimally invasive, yet maximally effective neurosurgery place significant demands on the surgeon because in many ways the more limited exposure creates a number of unique ways these operations can go wrong. Safe and effective MIN requires the conscious institution of specific alterations to the surgeon's usual operative case flow, which are designed to make specific well-known mistakes impossible or at least very unlikely. Thus, it is important for the aspiring MIN surgeons to learn from the mistakes of their predecessors and to institute patterns of behavior that prevent a repetition of these mistakes. This article provides practical information regarding known pitfalls in intraventricular and transcranial neuroendoscopic surgeries and practical methods to reduce the incidence of these complications to the lowest rate possible.